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Dramatis Personae

vampire

A pale male in black with a victorian top hat.

promoter

A promotor. Slicked back hair. Button down shirt.

girls

Screaming fans.

Setting

Front seat of a white van. Large disco ball hangs from rear view
mirror.

Influence:

Saw these two guys in a van in my rear view mirror in early July.



Before the Gig

promoter

This gig is gonna be great! Can you feel it? Can you feel this? Woo! I’m so pumped
for you, man! I mean, think of it: a sea of girls screaming out your name, asking
for your autograph, pressing keys to their hotel rooms into your tight leather pant
pockets! You must have made the big time. I... hey man, what’s wrong? Something
get your tongue or something? I can’t believe you don’t have a smile on your face
right now –

PROMOTER brakes quickly to a complete stop, jolting them both forward
briefly.

promoter

– don’t tell you you got that weird Bavarian stomache flu I read about back at the
motel a couple of months ago? Oh! Come on! This could seriously harm our chances
for making it to the TOP! You got the gig! You can’t be feeling down. Fiddlesticks!
I mean, I heard it was going around but I never... vaccinations next year, buddy. I
promise you: next year. No expense spared for my big star. No expense. I’ll stick
you with whatever needle I have to to make sure you’re ready for the stage. You’re
gonna have to fight through the pain! Grit your teeth a little bit, huh! Yeah! Come
on, it’s easy.

PROMOTER grits teeth and growls.

promoter

Like that, huh? Yeah? No? Okay. Alright. Save your energy for the gig. Right – like
a mantra – “the gig,” “the gig,” “the gig.” Alright. Okay.

PROMOTER starts driving again, slowly picking up speed.

promoter

Phew! Had me worried there for a minute. Do you see this? I’ve actually got a
sweat breaking out here. I’m sweating! Ha! Back to good! Back to normal! It’s been
months since I even had anything to worry about! Months! Gonna have to change
shirts before we meet with everybody. Never let them see you sweat. Pit stains don’t
lie! Ha! Is that why you wear black all the time? Huh? It’s a good choice. Gotta stay
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out of the sun though, I bet. It’d get hot under all that dark. It attracts the light,
you know. I had a discussion with the lighting designer. She said, “Black. Okay. It’ll
suck up all the light.” Then she asked if you’d consider sequins. I just laughed and
laughed. I can’t imagine you doing your bit up there with sequins. I can’t imagine
you all sparkly emerging from the fog at the beginning, right? It’d just look –

vampire

This?

VAMPIRE indicates the disco ball hanging from the rear view mirror.

vampire

Hate.

promoter

You hate this? Really? Next stop, buddy. I’ll take it down. Never to be seen again.
You’re my only act now anyway. Between you and me – and I mean that – I used
to represent a disco cover group. I’m not proud of it, okay. They were a big hit two
counties over and they got me to where I am today, but I’ll get rid of it soon. The
reason I have it up is that we used to drive into the little town there and the adies,
along with their dancing partners, would crowd the van when we pulled into town. I
think the local cop put all of the lights on Main street to red when he knew we were
coming to town. Have you ever been accosted by women with wheelchairs, walkers,
and canes before? They look weak, let me tell you something, but they’re not weak.
I made the mistake of rolling down my window once – only once – and I took a tennis
ball to the eye. No scars to show, or anything, but I couldn’t see right for weeks.
Some of those neon colored fibers got into my eye and, well, apparently it’s a very
common tennis injury that they just don’t talk about.

vampire

Older people are surprisingly strong.

promoter

Thank you! I’m so glad to hear someone else say that. When I was walking around
the office with an eye-patch it was easier to tell them I had gotten involved in a gang
fight or something. Of course I’m an honest guy, so by then everyone knew the real
story – or “real” story as they put it – and I was the laughing stock of the town.
You didn’t hear about that, did you? No? I hope it didn’t make it across county
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lines. That would truly be embarrassing. Thank God we didn’t have the internet
back then! Some things you can never live down. Hey, let’s get to know each other
a little better, okay? A grandmother making me a pirate with a tennis ball is one of
my most embarassing stories. What about you?

vampire

Embarassing story?

promoter

Haven’t you ever been embarrased before?

vampire

Never.

promoter

Okay. Okay! Ha! Keeping in character! Huh? That’s great! That’s the energy I love
about you.

vampire

Stories, though...

promoter

Is this a – a story about about you – no! Well – in character! You’re practicing!
Okay. Alright. Lay it on me. I wrote copy for a number of years for a local business.
Give it a whirl. I can give you some action words, some power verbs, some tips to
help clean it up.

vampire

I’m only interested in truth.

promoter

Sure you are! Of course! Truth it is. Not a single word from me. I’ll keep my mouth
shut. See this... I’m zipping it up and locking the key and I’ll put it in your hand.
Ha ha! Okay, go ahead. Okay?

vampire

Dark. Night. Someone wants to cross the street. “Oh, here, let me help” says the
old man with the stop sign wearing neon. I hate neon. I hate stopping. I approach
the middle of the intersection quickly and –
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promoter

But kids don’t go to school at night, right? I mean, I’ve never seen a crossing guard
working at –

vampire

I said: I hate stopping.

promoter

Right. Okay.

PROMOTER re-zips, locks, etc. mouth and hands key to VAMPIRE.

vampire

I quickly make it to the intersection of the road. Tragic. The old man with the stop
sign is having a heart attack. Pacemaker quit on him. He falls at my feet. The
woman he was helping across the street stands dumbstruck, her mind elsewhere, and
is hit by a passing garbage truck. The glaze over her eyes remains as they peel her
from the grill hours later. The man, already dead, is an afterthought. Tragic, by
human terms, but less so than the woman and the garbage truck.

promoter

That isn’t about kids.

vampire

No.

promoter

Okay. I mean, it’s sort of spooky, I guess, but it isn’t about, you know, evil or
darkness or anything. I don’t get the angle.

vampire

Truth.

promoter

What if you rushed to the center of the street and stopped the old man’s heart with
a finger snap. Huh? Then you pushed the woman in front of the garbage truck and
like, I don’t know, sucked everyone’s blood to stay looking young and handsome.
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vampire

Truth.

promoter

I don’t get the angle is all. What about –

vampire

Why does it have to be about anything?

promoter

We’re going for something, uh, with a KA-BOOM! You know, something that grabs
them. Something that makes them, uh, fear you. Fear your presence even. Or, you
know, at the same time long to be near you. I mean, I get the vampire vibe and all,
I just don’t think you’re using it fully. It’s got potential. It’s got a lot of potential.

vampire

Continue.

promoter

You gotta be, I don’t know, more violent.

vampire

Violent?

promoter

Yeah, violent.

vampire

Violent.

The word “Violent” echoes into screaming, feet stomping and running,
growling, etc.
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After the Gig

Lights up. VAMPIRE covered in blood. PROMOTER shaking silently.
Still in the van.

vampire

Go.

PROMOTER starts the car and begins to drive.

promoter

Where are we going?

vampire

Just drive.

promoter

I didn’t mean what I said back then, before you know, about being violent. I just
meant –

vampire

Quiet.

promoter

Okay.

vampire

Take the first exit and then get out of the car at the overpass.

promoter

Okay. And then what are you going to do?

vampire

I’m going to be about something. I’m going to be more violent. Like you said, I’m
going to be more violent.
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promoter

I mean the story, okay? The story. not –

vampire

I’m only interested in truth. Now I’ll have a story to tell. A true story.

promoter

Then just be yourself!

vampire

Slow down.

Van comes to a stop.

vampire

Get out.

promoter

I’m not giving you the keys, though.

vampire

Yes you are. Of course you are.

promoter

I don’t know what’s gotten into you, but it’s not right.

vampire

You don’t know when to shut your mouth, do you? Always yapping like a little dog.

promoter

I guess I don’t then.

PROMOTER gets out of the van.
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vampire

Give me the keys.

promoter

What? Are you taking the highway to hell? You missed your exit back at the gig.
You could’ve just waited for the cops to show up. A bullet to hell is much faster.

VAMPIRE gets out of the car.

promoter

What did you do to everyone in there, huh? The lights went out and then everyone
was dead and you were covered in blood. Is that what you’re gonna do to me? I want
to know.

vampire

You have no idea what I’m going to do to you.

promoter

That’s why I asked.

vampire

Now give me the keys, for the last time, and I won’t hurt you.

PROMOTER throws keys to VAMPIRE.

vampire

Maybe I’ll just hurt you a little...

promoter

I’d prefer that you didn’t.

VAMPIRE makes scary face and sound. PROMOTER shrinks in fear.
Suddenly, several girls emerge from the back of the van through the cabin.
They are covered in blood, carrying mylar balloons, and screaming “Happy
Birthday!”
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vampire

Happy birthday you old fool!

promoter

What?

vampire

Are you surprised?

promoter

What?

girls

Happy Birthday! Happy Birthday! Happy Birthday! Birthday! Happy! Happy!

vampire

My fans and I planned this for you, as a surprise! Happy birthday!

promoter

Oh my God... What?

vampire

Happy birthday! Did I embrace the violence enough for you this time?

promoter

You’re kidding me!

vampire

Truth! Now I’ve got a story to tell. Shouldn’t have let you live though! Come on!

VAMPIRE throws PROMOTER the keys.

vampire

We’ve got a party planned at the hotel. Cake and everything.

Everyone gets back in the van.
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vampire

Let’s listen to some of that disco music on the way! Good times!

promoter

A nice person. A really nice person. Thanks!

Lights are warm. Quickly cut to red. VAMPIRE and GIRLS make hor-
rifying faces. PROMOTER is happily smiling and singing along to the
music. Blackout.

END OF PLAY
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Dramatis Personae

talent

A pale male in black with a victorian top hat.

promoter

A promotor. Slicked back hair. Button down shirt.

Setting

An empty, echoing room.

The front seat of a white van.



Intro Music

The most lovely classical guitar playing brings us into the play.

Horror

At rise the lights come up quickly. Loud, horrifying sound is heard.
Scratching, shreeking, etc. TALENT stands ominously upstage of PRO-
MOTER who is cowering in fear at TALENT’s feet. TALENT has arms
outstretched, a horrifying expression, and is growling. Perhaps a strobe
would help. This image should last only a few seconds before blackout.

The New Talent

PROMOTER and TALENT in two seats representing the front of a van.
Discoball hangs from rearview mirror. PROMOTER is driving. TALENT
is in the passenger seat.

promoter

I just find it a little odd, is all. I mean, when I first went to one of your gigs, back in
“oh-seven”, I thought: talented musician, unique style, classically trained – clearly –
but, I had no idea how to market you. It took me nearly five years – half a decade
– to figure it out. I mean, the market sort of figured it out for me, but do you get
where I’m coming from? Does that make sense at all?

talent

No.
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promoter

Listen to me now: where did you get those clothes? I mean, did you find them in a
dumpster or something? Did you have, uh, tea-time with grandma every week and
convince her to sew you up something from your imagination? Were your parents
bikers or into leather or something? And what’s with all the piercings! Just look
at you – you’re so pale – did you ever go outside? Did you live in, like, England or
something? Were you locked in a basement during your formative years? Were you
just born this light? Are you – are you wearing makeup or something? This, this
look of yours, or whatever, is weird. Very unconventional.

talent

Lots of people look like this.

promoter

They do, huh?

talent

Tons of people. All you have to do is just walk down the street and you’ll run into –

promoter

I’ve got a car, thank you, I drive down the street. Anyway, that’s besides the point.
Even if lots of people look like this – even if you’re telling the truth: and I’m not
calling you a liar or anything – even if, you know what they don’t have? Hmm?
Talent. You’ve got talent dripping out of your ears. You’ve got talent coming right
out of your fingertips. You’ve got some uncanny ability to make a piece of wood and
some strings sing – absolutely sing! – but the problem is that it just doesn’t add up.

talent

Well, it’s not math.

promoter

It doesn’t make sense. Listen, where’d you get that hat?

talent

Special order from this really neat guy in Bavaria. He’s about eighty and he takes
custom orders for hats in his shop during the spring. It cost a fortune but –
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promoter

You see my point? No? You don’t see my point? You’re not seeing the thing that
I’ve been indelicately trampling on top of for the last half-hour or so?

talent

No.

promoter

You’ve got all of these quirks, all of this weirdness and specifications for this and for
that and the other – but it doesn’t make sense for your act. Or, rather, it didn’t make
any sense before. It still doesn’t make sense entirely but we’re gonna work on that.

talent

So it’s alright then? I’m willing to learn. Music keeps me alive, you know. It worked
itself out. We’re fine, right?

promoter

No! Are you listening to a single thing I’ve been saying? When you walk onto stage
I expect you to draw a pentagram in human blood, sacrifice a goat for the power to
play your mighty axe, bite heads off of bats, scream your throat raw and head bang
until you head ache. I expect trashed hotel rooms, shocking headlines on newspapers,
and freaky posterboard protests from local religoius groups! What I don’t expect –
at all – is for you to sit down on a little wooden stool in the middle of an empty stage
and pluck out enchanting, God-fearing melodies – known and new – on a modest
classical guitar.

talent

Oh.

promoter

Yeah! You get me now, huh!

talent

I look like a freak. One of those heavy metal guys?

promoter

Death metal. Black metal. Satan worshiping rockers from hell. But there you go.
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talent

But you said the problem was fixed?

promoter

Partially fixed. It will be fully fixed soon.

talent

Please don’t cut my hair.

promoter

Cut your hair? Are you kidding? I love the hair.

talent

You do?

promoter

Big fan of it, actually. That’s the part that fixed itself. Your appearance is marketable
now, save a couple minor cosmetic changes.

talent

I’m still playing classical guitar, right?

promoter

I’m not taking away your talent, kid. I’m not gonna steal that from you – that’s your
golden ticket. I’m concerned with marketing your talent. And we finally got it down.

talent

So what are we doing then?

promoter

Vampires, kid. Vampires.

talent

Vampires?
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promoter

You don’t get out much do you? Have you seen the market for vampires recently?

talent

I don’t know anything about –

promoter

They’re everywhere. First some terrible books – and I mean terrible – get really
popular with the tween crowd. They all spent their summers earning certificates for
tiny pizzas from their local libraries by reading that drivel. And then, remarkably,
those terrible books get turned into God-awful films. Successful, but God-awful.
They’re better than the books, mind you, but they’re riddled with all sorts of – You
know, I gotta stop talking about this or I’ll explode! Alright, then we’ve got a perfect
storm: Fan fiction –

talent

What’s fan fiction.

promoter

Kids writing their own stories on the internet. Based on the existing story: characters
and whatnot – it’s a big deal to ten year old girls.

talent

Oh.

promoter

Anyway, we get fan fiction, conventions, magazine covers etc. The undead are coming
back in a big way. Presidential bibliographies about hunting vampires, weird rewrites
of public domain literature involving zombies, on-demand out-of-circulation television
series making comebacks on the web, and a host of other pale-people related stuff in
the works all over the place. Well guess what, all of that means that you, my friend,
are mainstream. You fit in.

talent

I fit in.
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promoter

You’re marketable. Vampires can be sensitive now. They can feel things. They can
care. Vampires are the new James Dean. Sure, you’ve got sharp teeth, but you might
not bite – you can try to restrain yourself – you’re not soulless. You’re a killer, but
soft-spoken –

talent

You don’t have to yell or scream or sell your soul to satan.

promoter

Right. Exactly. You can –

talent

Play classical guitar.

promoter

You got it. One crappy book and you’ve got a chance. How’s that for a good deal,
huh? It’s not just about talent, you gotta be lucky, and as luck goes, kid, you hit the
jackpot. You’re a weird looking guy – not that I care one way or the other – but for
you to go mainstream like this is like finding the cure for cancer or something. Big
deal.

talent

Great. Cool. Alright.

promoter

I always keep a list of talented weirdos I can’t do anything for at all. I carry it with
me in case something happens. Well, something happened and here we are.

talent

So what do I need to do to, you know, play guitar for my fans?

promoter

You’ve got two problems, kid. Two big problems. One: You’re too damn nice.
You’re little. Does that make sense? How about this: I don’t believe you could kill
me. Okay. Vampires kill people, even the ones that don’t, and killing people is a
quality you gotta have.
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talent

I don’t want to kill anyone. I’m not a killer. I’m a guitar player.

promoter

I’m not gonna ask you to kill anyone – though it wouldn’t be the first time – but
I am gonna ask you to start believing you could kill someone. Because, let me tell
you, given the right circumstances you could kill someone in a heartbeat. Less than
a heartbeat. You could kill them in a soul beat, or something mystical like that or
something. You get me.

talent

Okay. I can kill someone then.

promoter

That was a little weak – I don’t believe you.

talent

I thought vampires could be sensitive now. I thought they could play classical guitar.

promoter

They can! But you’ve still got to be internally scary. Full of secrets and a terrible
past – but we’ll fix that later: no worries. That gets us to our second problem: there’s
no otherworldliness to you. You’re just a weird kid with a great talent wearing black
clothes and an expensive hat. You’ve gotta get a sense of mystery around you or
something. You look at the guys playing vampires today and you get – well, you’re
supposed to get – a calm sort of together type of thing.

talent

Like a confidence, maybe?

promoter

That’s it! That’s it exactly. You’ve got to get a confidence thing going for yourself.
Your chest has got to stick out a little. Everyone else is going about their business
but you’ve seen it all play out already – you’ve lived so long already. You’re like the
old man at the nursing home with the sharp – so sharp –

talent

Teeth?
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promoter

Mind! Sharp mind asking to play chess every time you walk by.

talent

I don’t visit nursing homes.

promoter

Well start. And every time you say “no,” cause you figure “what’s this weird old guy
gonna do for me?” and you repeat yourself, over and over, until eventually you say
yes for whatever reason – he wore you down maybe – and it turns out that this guy
knows a hell of a lot. He destroys you in chess, for one, but his mind is like, I don’t
know how to describe it, but it’s like he knows exactly what you’re thinking and can
tell you why you’re wrong. Psycologists – or is it psychiatrists? Whichever – they
study for years to be able to sort of see past the bullshit of life, but these old people
sitting in the homes, they do it without the schooling – they did it by living.

talent

I can learn how to play chess, but I don’t know anything about –

promoter

It’s not about chess or the training or anything, it’s like an awareness you don’t
expect them to have – though pretty much they all do – in your case it’s even more
surprising because you’re so young. You’re so now. You’re so it. You’re body is hot
but your eyes are cold.

talent

Please.

promoter

This isn’t me, this is going to be the girls. This is the marketing I’m talking about.
If you get one the other will follow. The killing or the confidence – cause you got
neither at this moment – and soon enough you’ll have them both. So step over here
and give me your best vampire scare.

talent

Okay.
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Same set up as introductory image. This time, however, lights and sounds
are absent. Making the reality pathetic. TALENT tries to growl, but
PROMOTER is not impressed.

promoter

You know, you don’t actually have to growl. I think, if I remember right, it’s the were-
wolves that growl. Maybe it was something else. Just forget the growling. Vampires
sort of know they’re the most powerful thing in the room.

talent

Okay.

promoter

You’ve got to sense it.

Lights flicker. Voiceover of TALENT character: “I could kill him.”

promoter

That’s getting it. You don’t even really have to move.

Lights flicker again. Voiceover of TALENT character: “Just exhale a little
and he’d turn to dust.”

promoter

Very good.

Lights flicker agian. Voiceover of TALENT character: “I could tear out
his heart in a single breath.”

promoter

That’s great! Yeah. Go with that. Your inner monologue.

Lights begin to flicker intermittently. Sounds emerge. Voiceover of TAL-
ENT character: “I see it so clearly now. So tiny and insignificant.”
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talent

Like a bug.

Voiceover of TALENT character: “A gnat. A little trickle of water with
legs and a heart.”

promoter

Whoa! Impressing me! Seriously.

talent

Tisk tisk tisk.

promoter

Oh yeah!

Voiceover of TALENT character: “Such a fool. Misplaced excitement.”

talent

I’ll show him.

TALENT strikes PROMOTER across the face.

promoter

Whoa! Hey. A little, uh, too much into character now.

TALENT strikes PROMOTER across the face again.

promoter

Ouch! Hey! Stop it now! I’m serious –

Repeat of opening image with lights and sounds. Screaming. Blackout.
From the dark we hear a classical guitar. Lights slowly up revealing pro-
moter’s body lying on the ground. TALENT sits on a small wooden stool
playing a classical guitar. The tune, however, is dischordant and dis-
jointed. It fades, painfully, as we fade to black.

END OF PLAY
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Dramatis Personae

vampire

A pale male in black with a victorian top hat.

promoter

A promotor. Slicked back hair. Button down shirt.

Setting

A white van. Large disco ball hangs from rear view mirror.



promoter

Lifes dream?

vampire

To be immortalized like Segovia.

promoter

The guitar player?

vampire

The one and only.

promoter

The immortal angle can work.

vampire

An undead Andres Segovia?

promoter

No. An undead you playing like Segovia.

vampire

I can live with that.

promoter

You ready to make a deal?

PROMOTER offers his hand.

vampire

Thinking...

promoter

You dress like this all the time?
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vampire

Every day.

promoter

Even in the summer?

vampire

It’s my style.

promoter

Doesn’t wearing all that black make you hot?

vampire

I don’t sweat the little stuff.

promoter

So we’re in business then?

vampire

I play guitar and you...

promoter

I market you as the feeling vampire.

vampire

Watch me pout.

promoter

Too much lip.

vampire

Better?

promoter

Yes. Let’s shake on it.

PROMOTER offers hand again.
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vampire

Umm...

promoter

Well, if we did this, first we’d connect with your niche market.

vampire

Okay. How?

promoter

A little thing called the internet.

vampire

I have a music page on YouTube.

promoter

That’s fine, but you need to be more specific. You need to go to the dark side.

vampire

Black metal web pages?

promoter

No.

vampire

Peer to peer? Torrents?

promoter

No. No.

vampire

Facebook?

promoter

Good candidates all, but no. Fan fiction: specifically vampire fan fiction.
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vampire

I don’t know what that is.

promoter

Long history of fans writing stories in worlds brought to being in books.

vampire

Okay.

promoter

Star Wars books about minor characters.

vampire

Written by?

promoter

Losers in basements.

vampire

Stereotype?

promoter

Clearly. Many successful people live in basements.

vampire

Name one.

promoter

Batman.

vampire

Fictional.

promoter

Indicative. At any rate: vampire fan fic pages are just the start.
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vampire

Conferences?

promoter

Absolutely.

vampire

Live action role playing circles?

promoter

Nail-on-head.

vampire

Concerts?

promoter

Special guest appearances with “fan bands.”

vampire

Fan bands?

promoter

Like fan fic but with music.

vampire

Singing about the fictional world?

promoter

And minor characters, films, plot points, et cetera.

vampire

Sounds busy.

promoter

It will be.
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vampire

But I’m marketable?

promoter

Thanks to some terrible books, yes.

vampire

I’ll have to read them.

promoter

Please don’t.

vampire

Afraid there’ll be more.

promoter

Even without your purchases, yes.

vampire

Wikipedia?

promoter

Good synopses there I’m sure.

vampire

Music stays the same though, right?

promoter

Yep. Your persona though...

vampire

Stage persona....

promoter

We’re not reprogramming you or anything.
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vampire

More hair?

promoter

No. Not appearance. Not too much anyway.

vampire

And not music.

promoter

No, persona. The aura around you.

vampire

How do you do that?

promoter

You ever fight?

vampire

Only pixels on video screens.

promoter

Castlevania?

vampire

Missed that one.

promoter

Wikipedia that, please.

vampire

Got it.

promoter

We’ll create the persona through pictures...
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vampire

That’s not appearance?

promoter

Not the way you’re thinking. Your hair is safe. Trust me.

vampire

Altering the images or something?

promoter

More like showing a certain side.

vampire

Okay. Stage show?

promoter

Some pre-show thing. Lights, music, maybe a facade of some sort.

vampire

Ushers in Victorian garb?

promoter

That’s a little much.

vampire

Music video then?

promoter

Doable. Depends on the funds. We’ve got to build a fan base right now, and that
starts with a...

PROMOTER offers hand again.

vampire

Still stewing.
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promoter

We’ll do library shows.

vampire

A tour of libraries?

promoter

You’ll be billed as a fan band.

vampire

My persona is going to be a lie?

promoter

Books you’ve never read propel you to stardom!

vampire

Books I haven’t even Wikipedia’d!

promoter

You’ll do fine.

vampire

Only when they ask me about the music I play.

promoter

You can be a little off-putting. You’re a vampire after all!

vampire

They’re not always nice, are they?

promoter

They’re getting nicer in pop culture right now.

vampire

You take the scary away and you’re left with...
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promoter

A classical guitarist...

vampire

Pretending to like books he hasn’t read...

promoter

Dressed as a vampire...

vampire

Playing for tweens in a library.

promoter

You got it! But do we have it?

PROMOTER offers hand again.

vampire

Libraries?

promoter

It could be worse.

vampire

Really?

promoter

Oh yeah. Much worse. You could still be in a basement somewhere.

vampire

I was happy enough.

promoter

You were lying to yourself.
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vampire

Fifty people watched my videos.

promoter

And now fifty people will upload their own videos of you every night.

vampire

I’m feeling nauseous.

promoter

Roll down a window.

vampire

So...

promoter

Deal?

PROMOTER offers hand again.

vampire

Go on tour as a vampire fan?

promoter

Across the library system.

vampire

A vast, expansive...

promoter

Worth your time, believe me.

vampire

Or I could go home.
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promoter

But your moment is now. Let’s make a deal, Vampire.

vampire

I’m beginning to think you’re the bloodsucker.

PROMOTER makes an oath:

promoter

Angelic as Cain and Abel.

vampire

Okay.

They shake.

vampire

Let’s go to the library.

promoter

Classical Vamp! This is going to be great!

PROMOTER gets on his phone. Begins making deals.

vampire

What’s with the disco ball?

END OF PLAY
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Dramatis Personae

darren

A pale male in black with a victorian top hat.

vince

A promotor. Slicked back hair. Button down shirt.



In a forest. A large tree trunk.

Vince

So what do you think?

darren

Um, That we’re in the middle of a forest.

Vince

Not just any forest.

darren

A big forest.

Vince

These aren’t just any trees.

darren

Because they’re big trees.

Vince

Bigger than you know. This tree was climbed – are you ready? – by the stars of the
most recent vampire movie.

darren

Wow.

Vince

You betcha, wow! Come here and touch it. Put your hand on this historic trunk.
Amazing, isn’t it?

darren

There are... no words.

Vince

I’ve never been so close to something so big before. What’s wrong?
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darren

Feeling a little removed is all.

Vince

Well come closer. Touch it again. Some fans flock here – they say the tree has healing
power.

darren

No thinks. I’m fine right where I am.

Vince

I think there are some things
that are close and distant at the same time:
Paradise for example.
The relations between a man and a woman.
The course a boat takes across the water 1.

darren

Yeah. Okay. I’m close and distant to the tree, I guess. I, uh, feel it more over here.

Vince

That’s great! Now, what if I told you that this is the spot!

darren

For the music video?

Vince

You betcha. The best music video ever. Gonna launch your career to new heights!

darren

Does it have to be under the vampire tree?

Vince

Your fan base loves those movies.

1From Orestes 2.0 by Charles Mee
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darren

My sister calls the main character the sparkle fairy.

Vince

Not your fan base, clearly.

darren

Pre-teen girls with expendable cash?

Vince

...who love the vampire movies.

darren

Well, how is anyone going to even know it’s the same tree anyway?

Vince

Bonus features.

darren

For a three minute song?

Vince

All the rage now.

darren

Really.

Vince

Dissemination is cheaper now.

darren

Okay. Sure. That part makes sense.

Vince

...and...
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darren

What?

Vince

You’re not a fan of the series, are you? Not into vampires? Werewolves? Romantic
triangles?

darren

Well...

Vince

You’re going to be dressed as a vampire.

darren

No way.

Vince

Yeah way.

darren

Come on, Vince. This’ll be on video – recorded forever.

Vince

I hear what you’re saying to me, but I just feel like you’re too young to have a helpful
philosophy in place yet.

darren

What?

Vince

This tree has an aura, and not because of the film. It is an ancient aura. A centering
of souls. A magnetism against being thrown off of the planet. A core.

darren

It’s a tree.
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Vince

But what does it do to your soul?

darren

I don’t know, Vince. It makes my soul want to not dress up like a vampire!

Vince

Too young. Life’s philosophy hasn’t taken hold yet. It’s unfortunate.

darren

What’s unfortunate is that I’m sitting in the middle of a forest worshiping a tree and
learning I’m going to play dress up like a vampire when I should be eating!

Vince

Well, you’ve only got so many breakfasts left. You’re running out of money fast.
Music videos like this cost money and take lots of hired help to get off of the ground.

darren

You already agreed to it?

Vince

Agree? It was my idea!

darren

That was my money to spend!

Vince

Half-true. Money to be spent on promoting you.

darren

Well I don’t think vampire guy is promotion.

Vince

Well, you’re also not the marketing department.
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darren

I don’t want to do it.

Vince

Your contract says otherwise.

darren

I still don’t want to do it.

Vince

Hair and makeup to your left.

darren

I haven’t even eaten!

Vince

These wonderful little sausages are arriving ever so shortly by truck.

darren

I’m a vegan!

Vince

A vegan vampire. That sort of fits. We can use that.

darren

I hate you.

Vince

Hate me if it fails.

darren

I’ll hate you now.

Vince

Love me if I’m right.
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darren

Not holding my breath

Vince

Do vampires breathe?

DARREN leaves stage. Gets wet hair, trenchcoat and paled face during
next line. To tree trunk:

Vince

You’re the star of this piece. You are my center when I spin away 2. I think I’m
having a moment. There. Are we ready to do this?

DARREN walks on stage near the tree.

darren

Great.

Vince

You look marvelous! Why so depressed – Oh! Feeling the brooding nature of your
character – Modern vampires have emotions. We need you to be running from other
vampires. You need to look scared.

DARREN sort of tries. Walks a bit. Shrugs shoulders.

Vince

That isn’t really “scared,” that’s closer to “bored.” Go to the other side of the tree,
okay. Now peek around, look both directions and start running.

darren

I’m tired.

Vince

Well get un-tired.

2Lyric from Videotape by Radiohead
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darren

I’m gonna breakout. What is this makeup anyway?

Vince

As a general rule: never ask. Come on! Let’s do this.

darren

This is a huge joke, right? Get me dressed up in this outfit, bring a bunch of cameras,
make me feel the aura of a tree.

Vince

No. Come over here. I’m gonna do the bit so you can see it. You guys get ready to
film.

VINCE goes through motions as they are described.

Vince

I’m hiding behind the tree.
I peak out – not safe.
I take a look left
then a look right
nothing. I start to move – slowly.
But I hear a broken tree branch or something behind me.
I turn around to look:
Evil Vampires!
I sprint off through the woods!

VINCE returns, panting. DARREN claps.

darren

That’s so lame, Vince.

Vince

Can you roll it back, slow mo, with the music over the top?

Lights fade. Music plays. VINCE re-performs movements in slow motion.
It is awesome. Lights fade again before returning to normal.
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darren

Whoa! You look great.

Vince

And I’m not even wearing makeup. Get in there!

darren

Yeah!

Lights fade. DARREN doing same movements in slow motion with music
and voiceover on top.

darren

Voiceover: From the minute I heard the concept I was excited. I love the vampire
films, so does everyone I know, so doing a video based on what I love was great. A
real treat. Oh, and this bit here – that’s the actual tree from the Vampire series. Can
you believe it? The actual tree. It had an aura about it, honestly. A real experience.
Okay here, I just heard one of the evil vampires. Time to run – and there I go.

DARREN exits, running in slow motion. Fade out.

END OF PLAY
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Dramatis Personae

darren

A pale male in black with a victorian top hat.

vince

A promotor. Slicked back hair. Button down shirt.



vince

Get into the car. I need to have a very serious speasy with you.

darren

What’s a... Did I do something... I’m –

vince

Get into the car.

They start driving. Silence

darren

That’s a very nice ornament. I wish, you know, I had something –

vince

Did you think that I wouldn’t find out?

darren

The – I hoped – It’ll, not ever, happen – candy bar was stuck in the vending machine.
I guess the hotel manager called you and –

vince

Do you really think I’m talking about a vending machine?

darren

No. Sorry. Well, no, I did, actually , I –

vince

I don’t waste my time with the theft of candy. Do you think I drove all the way down
here, personally, to scold you for knocking a chocolate bar out of a vending machine?

darren

Bag of Animal Crackers, actually –

vince

Shut up. You’re in it – deep – and this little speasy we’re having is to remind you
about our deal.
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darren

The contract?

vince

I’ve seen what happens when musicians wear leather pants, like you do, for too long.
They’re the blue jeans of the music business, but they do something to a performer’s
head. Make them do stupid things. Things like...

darren

I don’t know.

VINCE hits DARREN.

vince

Like...

darren

Break animal crackers?

VINCE hits DARREN again.

vince

You know, Bob Dylan acted up once. Do you want to end up like him?

darren

A superstar?

vince

A guy who can’t form a complete syllable. You performed on another album. On
another label. With some guy named Nomad.

darren

He had this great song and wanted me to do a verse or two with him.

vince

Let me remind you –
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darren

I don’t see what the big deal –

VINCE hits DARREN.

vince

Don’t ever interrupt me!

darren

I just –

VINCE hits DARREN again.

vince

Stop interrupting me! You don’t appear on anything without talking to me first. You
need to remember who created you.

darren

My mother –

vince

Your mother nothing.

darren

She’s the one –

VINCE hits DARREN.

vince

Do you want to get the Dylan? Is that what you want? You appear courtesy of me,
got it?

darren

What was I supposed to say?
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vince

No. Less letters than yes. Perhaps you’d have an easier time if I beat on your skull
for a little bit.

darren

My mother taught me to sing –

vince

But she didn’t make you a star.

darren

Well, we’re not selling “star,” we’re selling music –

vince

That’s where you’re wrong.

darren

I’ve got a great voice.

vince

You’ve had great exposure. You really think you’d be where you are today if I hadn’t
discovered you?

darren

You act like you’re the only reason. Like you did the hard part.

vince

I did do the hard part: I invested.

darren

Money again!

vince

Makes mediocre singers like you superstars.
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darren

Like me?

vince

Mediocre singers, like you.

DARREN hits VINCE.

darren

Is that why artists from other labels want me to sing on their records?

vince

Did you strike me?

darren

Nomad and a host of others you clearly don’t know about at all?

vince

Did you just strike me?

darren

Is that why I get calls day and night from the biggest acts in the world asking me to
guest on their recordings and tours? Is that why Disney execs want me to cover their
latest musical number to roll during the credits?

VINCE yanks down disco ball from the rear view mirror.

darren

All of that happened because of you? Huh? Please. You might have been the starting
power, but you’re not the staying power: I am. I’m the staying power. (Pause.) Well?
What have you got to say? I’m going to do whatever I want. (Pause.)

vince

Are you finished?

VINCE does not wait for an answer, and instead shatters the disco ball
into DARREN’s mouth.
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vince

How do you think you’re gonna sound without teeth? (Pause.) Not so mouthy now,
are we?

DARREN garbles something and removes the ball from mouth, shaking.

vince

That’s how the Dylan starts. Try to be all lax with me! I’ll dump you on the side of
the road! I’ll kick you right out of the door at seventy miles an hour! Let’s see you
dance then – from your hospital bed.

darren

What did you just do?

vince

I remixed the disco era with your face. That’s what I did. You just met the past,
years of experience, face to face. How does it feel? Don’t threaten me, don’t interrupt
me, and don’t try to screw me. I’m owed, buddy, and the history of the industry is
on my side: not yours!

darren

This... is crazy.

DARREN takes off hat, puts broken disco ball inside.

vince

You’ve got a couple of options right now if you don’t want your mangled face plastered
all over the tabloids tomorrow. Cheese.

VINCE takes photo of DARREN.

darren

Did I lose a... tooth?
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vince

I created you, I can destroy you. I bought some of those teeth, and the tooth fairy is
collecting! So it’s time you learned a lesson. I can have you at the dentist in under
an hour if you but say the word. I brought a contract for you to sign though, before
we make that trip, if you want to make that trip. I brought it in case things got,
well, ugly.

darren

I’m not signing anything.

vince

Choose your words carefully. (Pause.) Then kiss your career goodbye. I wish you
luck with all the “talent,” kid. I really do. No hard feelings or anything. Should I let
you out here?

darren

What does it say?

vince

I get the profits from your little side projects... plus an extra bonus on everything
else – retroactively.

darren

No way.

DARREN rips up contract.

vince

No? Okay.

VINCE gets on the phone.

vince

Cynthia... hi. I’ve got a pic I’m going to try to send you right now. Something
terrible happened and I need you to send it out to the various press outlets as soon
as it gets in.
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darren

Wait!

vince

Cynthia, I’ll call you back.

VINCE hangs up.

vince

What’s the plan then? You ripped up my contract and I ripped up your face. What
are we going to do?

darren

I’ll sign the contract. (Pause.) I’ve known you for years. Come on – you’ve got
another copy – just pull over and get it out of your briefcase.

vince

You do know me well. Here’s a handkerchief.

darren

Thanks.

VINCE begins unbuckling from the car.

vince

I never doubted you’d come to your senses.

darren

You know best.

vince

That’s correct.

darren

I wouldn’t be where I am without you.
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vince

You’ve got talent, kid. No one can take that away.

darren

I guess not.

vince

But you need the big money behind you. And you’ve always got to remember to pay
those who propelled you.

darren

Sure.

DARREN strikes VINCE in the head with the disco ball. VINCE is
knocked out.

darren

Pay back.

DARREN pushes VINCE out of the vehicle, closes the door, and begins
to drive away.

darren

I can make it on my own just fine.

DARREN replaces the broken disco ball onto the rear view mirror.

darren

A reminder: this is a rough business.

END OF PLAY
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